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This spring, The Tokyo Metropolitan Teien Art
Museum is holding two exhibitions

This Spring, Tokyo Metropolitan Teien Art Museum will hold a grand reopening to mark
the completion of largescale improvements. These projects have centred on maintenance
of the European garden and the completion of a new restaurant building.
These facilities have been added to the Former Prince Asaka Residence, a designated
Important Cultural Property which is already known for its verdant garden and Art Deco
architecture, to further increase the enjoyment of our visitors.
To celebrate, Tokyo Metropolitan Teien Art Museum is simultaneously holding two
exhibitions under the heading of “Art Deco Revival!”. “Walls that Talk: Stories from the
Former Prince Asaka Residence” will be presented alongside “French Picture Books:
Collection of Shigeru Kashima”. We very much hope that you will be able to join us.
Date
March 21 Wed – Jun 12 Tue.
Venue Tokyo Metropolitan Teien Art Museum
5-21-9, Shirokanedai, Minato-ku, Tokyo Tel +81(0)3 3443 0201
Opening Times: 10:00-18:00 （Last admission at 17:30)
Closed: Second and fourth Wednesday
Admission Adults ¥900/ College and vocational students ¥720 Junior high and high school
students and seniors (65 and over) ¥450

Walls that Talk: Stories from the Former Prince Asaka
Residence
The construction of the former Asaka no Miya residence (now the
Tokyo Metropolitan Teien Art Museum, an Important Cultural
Property), was inspired by the Art Deco Exposition of 1925 which
the Asaka no Miya visited while on a sojourn in Paris that year.
Imprinted with the Imperial family’s actions and thoughts, in the
post-war period the residence was used as the official residence of
Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida, who concluded the San Francisco
Peace Treaty in 1951/2. As such, the site became the stage for
many important affairs.
Even today, the histories and memories of visitors to this rare Art
Deco building remain with us. Therefore, in this exhibition,
together with objects from this museum’s collections, memories
from years gone by are gathered together in the living architecture
of this building. In the context of the enduring appeal of the former
Asaka residence, we focus on the activities of the former
inhabitants of and visitors to this site.
Opening to the Public
The Tokyo Metropolitan Teien Art Museum holds an exhibition once a year to enable the public to fully appreciate
the charm of the former Asaka no Miya residence, which was completed in 1933. In addition to introducing pieces
from this museum’s Art Deco collections, this exhibition will feature records and exhibits associated with the
former Asaka no Miya. It aims to deepen our understanding of this architectural space and scenery, which is of
worldwide value and significance.

French Picture Books: Collection of Shigeru Kashima
This exhibition represents the first public exhibition of picture books
from the collection of Shigeru Kashima, a scholar of French literature.
Children’s books emerged in France in the middle of the 19th century.
The editor Pierre-Jules Hetzel recognizing the talent of many authors
and artists, gave life to literary masterpieces for children, such as Jules
Verne’s `Voyages Extraordinaires` series. Under the pseudonym P.-J.
Stahl, Hetzel himself published the `Mademoiselle Lili` series of books,
which were modelled on his own daughter. Accompanied by charming
illustrations drawn by Laurenz Frœlich, they became extremely popular.
From the end of the century until the Belle Époque, developments in
colour lithography led to the production of picture books adorned with
beautifully coloured illustrations. During the Golden Age of Art Deco,
attractive and delicate illustrations by Mourice Boute de Monvel,
modern picture books in the new Art Deco style by André Hellé, and
work by the pioneer of cartoons and animation Benjamin Rabier,
attained popularity.
The dawn of the 1930s saw the publication of picture books by
Russian-born artist Natalie Parain and Jean de Brunhoff’s worldfamous `Hisoire de Babar` series, which are amongst others that are
still read to this day.
These works include a benevolent desire for the wholesome and
healthy development of children as they grow up. Showcasing a worldclass and valuable collection of picture books from the mid-19th
century to the Art Deco period, this exhibition offers an introduction to
the world of the Golden Age of French picture books.

